
Keyboard Shortcuts in PM Power Series/Power Pro

User Need:

Many Windows graphics packages offer keyboard functions which can be substituted for
mouse driven commands.  In some cases the experienced user can more easily use these
keyboard shortcuts to accomplish effects which are difficult to do with a mouse. Using the
Windows Editor for PanelMate Power Series/Pro, how can the keyboard be used most
effectively?

Solution:

The PanelMate Power Series/Pro Windows Editor allows a variety of mouse and keyboard
functions to work interchangeably for object selection, positioning, and sizing as well as for
cut/copy/paste and delete.

Selection, Positioning, and Sizing Graphic Objects:

Depending on the sensitivity of your mouse and on how many cups of coffee you have
consumed it can be difficult to try and move or size a graphic object by only one or two
pixels using a mouse.  Sometimes just the act of clicking on an object with the mouse to
select it, or double-clicking on it to call up the object properties dialog box can accidentally
move the object by a few pixels.  If this is the case you can use the TAB and <Shift>TAB
keys to select the “next” or “previous” object on the page, or use the F2 key to call the
object properties dialog box for the selected object.  If you moved the object unintentionally
by clicking on it you can undo the move by clicking the undo icon in the toolbar.  If you wish
to move the selected object or objects by a single pixel in any direction, the up, down, left,
and right arrow keys on the cursor pad of you keyboard will do this.  For more coarse
movement, holding the <Shift> key while pressing the cursor keys will move in that
direction by 5 pixels.

You may also use the cursor keys while holding down the <Control> key to change the size
of the selected object or objects by a single pixel.  Note that these positioning and sizing
keys currently only work with graphic objects like circles/ellipses, arcs, rectangles, bitmaps,
polygons/polylines, and lines.  They don’t yet work with groups, symbols, or variable sized
templates and text may only be positioned, not resized, with the cursor keys.  Alternately,
these objects may also be incrementally positioned and sized through the spin buttons
alongside their location and size attributes in the object properties dialog box.

Another shortcut key when sizing graphic objects is the <Shift> key.  If the <Shift> key is
pressed while resizing an object with either the size handles using the mouse, or with the
<Control> cursor keys, the object will maintain the same x and y size for true circles,
squares, and arcs.



Other Key Combinations:

Shortcut keys are also available for cut, copy, paste, delete, save and print.  All key
shortcut keys and key combinations are listed here:

Save Database <Control> S
Print Database <Control> P
Cut <Control> X
Copy <Control> C
Paste <Control> V
Delete Delete
Select Next Object Tab
Select Previous Object <Shirt> Tab
Call Object Properties Dialog F2
Move Object 1 Pixel Up, Down, Left, Right Cursor Key
Move Object 5 Pixels <Shift> Cursor Keys
Resize Object 1 Pixel <Control> Cursor Keys
Resize Object with Equal x/y <Control> <Shift> Cursor Keys
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